Pencil Sharpeners
When creativity strikes your pencil needs to be ready! With many shapes and sizes to choose from, Dahle offers several solutions to insure that you’re never scrambling to sharpen your creative instrument. These professional sharpeners will sharpen
graphite pencils as well as standard and oversize colored wax pencils. Dahle offers three lines of sharpeners that include hand
held models, lead pointers, and rotary sharpeners that feature Dahle’s revolutionary Automatic Cutting System.
Hand Held Sharpeners

From our pocket sized wedge sharpeners to our ergonomically correct “Chubby”, these sharpeners feature
a steel cutting blade that is replaceable. Our canister
sharpeners have either a single hole for normal pencils
or offer a double hole for oversized artist pencils. Each
shavings cup can easily be removed and emptied. Our
round bottomed “Chubby” sharpener fits comfortably in the palm of you hand and is available with a
blue, red or yellow top. These sharpeners are fun to
use and are a great item for younger artists.
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Rotary Sharpeners

It’s all about control with Dahle’s rotary pencil sharpeners. With the twist of a dial you can set the degree
of sharpness for your pencil. Whether you need a fine
tip or a blunt edged point, Dahle’s Automatic Cutting System sharpens to your personal preference then
spins freely to prevent over sharpening. These sharpeners not only give you the optimal results you desire
but they also save lead. Our rotary sharpeners can
easily be cleaned to remove any waxy buildup. Dahle
Rotary Sharpeners accommodate standard graphite
and oversized artist pencils. A mounting clamp is included but not necessary for portable sharpening.

Lead Pointers

Designed to be used on 2mm drafting leads, these
sharpeners gently shave the outer edge of the leads
and provide a perfectly contoured edge. Each unit
features integrated steel milled blades that the pencil
rotates around and spins freely once fully sharpened.
Dahle Lead Pointers are hand held devices and include a cleaning plug to remove excess lead shavings.
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Screw fastened metal blades are replaceable

Lightweight and portable to take anywhere

Automatic Cutting System sharpens lead
evenly and prevents over sharpening

Easy to clean blades are perfect for use with
graphite and colored pencils

High quality plastic body catches shavings to
reduce mess (excludes 53459, 53485)

Moulded to fit comfortably in the palm of
your hand (53460)

Precision cutting blades made of Solingen steel

German engineered (155/166)

Accepts oversized artist pencils

Steel sharpening blades are replaceable

Point adjuster for sharp or blunt tip

Easy to clean transparent shavings cup

Double opening accepts oversized artist
pencils (53485, 53465)

(155/166)

53459

53485

53461

53463

53465

53460

133 Personal

155 Professional

166 Premium
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Rotary lead pointer for use on 2mm leads

Automatic cutting stop mechanism (301)

Lightweight and portable to take anywhere

Ideal for drafting or sketching kits

High quality plastic body catches lead shavings to reduce mess

Feature two measuring devices for writing or
precision drawing points (301)

53484

301
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